Image reconstruction in diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is a challenging task because its inverse problem is nonlinear, ill-posed and ill-conditioned. Anatomical guidance from imaging modalities with high spatial resolution can substantially improve the quality of reconstructed DOT images. In this paper, inspired by the kernel methods in machine learning, we proposed a kernel method to introduce anatomical guidance into the DOT image reconstruction. In this kernel method, the optical absorption coefficient at each finite element node is represented as a function of a set of features obtained from anatomical images such as computed tomography (CT) images. Compared with Laplacian approaches that include structural priors, the proposed method does not require image segmentation. The proposed kernel method is validated with numerical simulations of 3D DOT reconstruction using synthetic CT data. 5% Gaussian noise was added to both the numerical DOT measurements and the simulated CT image. The proposed method was also validated by an agar phantom experiment with the anatomical guidance from a cone beam CT scan. The effects of voxel size and number of nearest neighborhood size in the kernel method on the reconstructed DOT images were studied. The results indicate that the spatial resolution and the accuracy of the reconstructed DOT images have been improved substantially after applying the anatomical guidance with the proposed kernel method comparing to the case without guidance. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the kernel method was able to utilize clinical breast CT images as anatomical guidance without segmentation. In addition, we found that the proposed kernel method was robust to the false positive guidance in the anatomical image.
INTRODUCTION
Diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is a non-invasive, non-ionizing radiation biomedical imaging modality [1] that can recover the spatial distribution of tissue optical properties such as absorption and scattering coefficients [2, 3] . With measurements at multiple wavelengths, DOT has the capacity of estimating hemoglobin concentrations, oxygenation level, and water content of tissues [4, 5] . Its applications include, but are not limited to, brain imaging [6, 7, 8] , breast cancer characterization [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , prostate cancer monitoring [14] [15] [16] [17] , and joint tissue imaging [18, 19] . However, DOT suffers from low spatial resolution due to strong optical scattering in tissues. Furthermore, DOT image reconstruction is known to be a nonlinear, ill-posed and ill-conditioned problem [20] .
During the last two decades, many research groups and companies have made numerous efforts to improve the spatial resolution of DOT systems. A variety of algorithms have been proposed to improve the accuracy of the inverse problem of DOT [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . As one of the most popular methods to solve nonlinear least square problems, Gauss-Newton algorithm was introduced to solve the DOT image reconstruction problem iteratively [32] . Non-iterative exact reconstruction using joint sparsity had also been investigated, in which the reconstruction was based on the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) criterion [25] . Model resolution-based basis pursuit deconvolution method and dimensionality reduction based optimization algorithm were implemented in DOT [29, 27] . Sparse recovery methods had also been investigated by several groups with promising results for DOT image reconstruction [22, 26] . Because of the strong optical scattering from deep targets, a depth compensation algorithm, based on the maximum singular values (MSVs) of layered measurement sensitivities, was used to reconstruct two 3-cm-deep absorbers with acceptable position errors [24] . Regularization parameter plays an important role in DOT reconstruction. Recently, regularization parameter choice methods in DOT imaging and their performance have been investigated [31] . Furthermore, spectral constraints and wavelength optimization were also investigated to improve reconstructed DOT image quality [33] . However, despite all the efforts from different perspectives in DOT, DOT imaging itself is still inferior to the other functional imaging modalities such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and positron emission tomography (PET) in terms of spatial resolution for deep targets.
To improve the spatial resolution of DOT imaging, anatomical image guided reconstruction methods were introduced. So far, there are several types of anatomical images guided DOT imaging. Pogue, Brooksby, and Zhao, et al. have, for the first time, introduced the structural guidance from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) into the nearinfrared tomographic imaging [34] [35] [36] . Ntziachristos et al. have also reported simultaneous magnetic resonance and near-infrared mammography [37, 38] . Zhu et al. reported optical differentiation of benign versus malignant breast masses using an ultrasound (US)-guided DOT system [39] [40] [41] . Fang et al. reported combined optical and X-ray tomosynthesis breast imaging [42, 43] .
In general, there are two approaches to including anatomical guidance into the DOT reconstruction: hard prior method and soft prior method [44] . In the hard prior method, also known as parameter reduction, the optical properties within the same region are forced to be uniform, which results in a decrease in the total number of unknowns from the node number of the finite element mesh to the number of distinct regions segmented from the guidance images. The disadvantages of the hard prior method include its dependence on the accuracy of segmentation and a strong bias to the incomplete or incorrect structural priors. On the other hand, the soft prior method allows smooth changes of the reconstructed optical properties in each of different regions [45] . However, both hard and soft priors require region segmentation from the anatomical images, which can only be performed by a radiologist or an expert of image processing. To eliminate the need for image segmentation, a direct regularization method in which the anatomical image gray-scale values are used to construct the regularization matrix was introduced [46] [47] [48] .
In this paper, inspired by the kernel method of PET image reconstruction [49] , we introduce the kernel method based image reconstruction as a new approach to include anatomical guidance into DOT reconstruction. Compared with the conventional hard and soft prior approaches, the proposed kernel method does not require target region segmentation. Compared with a direct regularization method proposed in Refs. [46, 50] , instead of utilizing single pixel intensities corresponding to the finite element nodes, we also use neighboring voxels, which allows us capture more structural information from the anatomical image. Furthermore, the kernel-based image model is directly incorporated into the forward model of DOT, instead of including it in the regularization term. In this study, we only consider the absorption coefficient contrast between the target and the background for simplification. In the proposed kernel method, the absorption coefficient at a node i is represented by a function of a set of features, f i , which is directly extracted from the voxel intensities of the corresponding anatomical images. Then, the kernelized DOT image model is incorporated into the forward model of DOT.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the kernel method, the setup of numerical simulations and phantom experiments in section 2. Then, we report the results of numerical simulation and phantom experiments to validate the kernel method in section 3. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 4 with discussions.
METHODS

Kernel-based anatomically-aided reconstruction algorithm
In the inverse problem of DOT, the objective function Ω, which minimizes the difference between modeled data (obtained from the forward model of DOT) and the measurements, if we only reconstruct absorption coefficients, can be written as:
where ! is the optical absorption coefficient and ! is the prediction from the DOT forward model. Here we present the Gaussian kernel method that encodes anatomical information in the DOT image reconstruction. This can be accomplished by defining a kernel function for each finite element node. The optical absorption coefficient at a node i can then be written as a linear combination of kernels in a way similar to for PET [49, 51, 52] ,
where f i and f j are feature vectors corresponding to the finite element node i and j from anatomical image, respectively.
The anatomical feature vectors are directly extracted from the corresponding voxels in the 3-dimensional (3D) anatomical images for each finite element node. Usually, DOT images are reconstructed on a finite element mesh (FEM) with a number of FEM nodes and the anatomical guidance images are displayed in voxels. Thus, the feature vector indicates the gray scale values of voxels surrounding the corresponding FEM node. For instance, if we only consider voxel neighbors (3×3×3), we have 27 voxels corresponding to each FEM node. Gray scale values of those 27 voxels are defined as one feature vector for the specific FEM node. Then, we will have one feature vector for each FEM node i indicated as f i .
The finite element mesh and the anatomical images should be co-registered. It is also worth noting that the voxels corresponding to finite element nodes on the surface of the mesh and outside of the mesh are excluded from the feature vector extraction. The vector in Eq. (2) is referred to as the coefficient image to be reconstructed. There are a variety of choices of the kernel function [51, 53] . Here we use the radial Gaussian kernel [54] ,
where knn indicates the k-nearest neighbors as defined in Ref. [54] . To find k similar neighbors for each feature vector, a knn search was carried out using the knnsearch function in MATLAB according to Euclidean distance between the feature vectors, not the physical distance among the finite element nodes in the Cartesian coordinates. In this study, three different values of k (16, 32, 64) , the number of nearest neighbors, were studied. Only those elements corresponding to the k-nearest neighbors were kept in the kernel matrix and the rest of them were set to be 0. The parameter in Eq. (3) controls the edge sensitivity. The above kernel function can be written in a matrix-vector form as
By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1), the kernelized objective function is obtained as
When is an identity matrix, the above equation equal to the original objective function (1) . By finding partial derivative of the objective function on and setting it equal to zero:
where is the data-model misfit, = − ( ), is the Jacobian matrix, and T is the matrix transpose operator. Using the Taylor expansion of ( ) around !!! , we have:
where Δ = ! − !!! . Rewriting and utilizing the first two terms of Eq. (7) (ignoring the rest, equivalently linearizing the problem) gives us
Rewrite Eq. (6) for the n th iteration, we get
Substitute Eq. (8) into Eq. (9), we have:
Further simplification leads to an update equation:
Since the matrix ! ! is ill-conditioned, a diagonal term (the Tikhonov regularization) is added to stabilize the inverse problem. In this case the update equation becomes:
After the coefficient image is reconstructed, the desired absorption coefficient image can be calculated as
Soft prior method
We compare the proposed kernel method with the soft prior method in this study. Here we describe the soft prior method briefly. The objective function (Ω), which minimizes the difference between the modeled data (obtained from forward model) and the measurements, if we only reconstruct the absorption coefficients, can be written as
Here λ is the regularization parameter and L is a dimensionless penalty matrix which can be obtained from other structural imaging modalities such as CT. The L matrix is calculated before the reconstruction without further change. This type of inclusion of priori information is often referred as soft-priors [44, 45] . In Laplacian-type, the L matrix is a matrix that relates each nodal property of the numerical model to all other nodes. Therefore given a node i within the mesh, its relationship to another node j having Laplacian structure within the same mesh can be given as [35] ,
and are in the same region 0, otherwise
where N is number of finite element nodes comprising a given region. In this case, L T L approximates a second-order Laplacian smoothing operator within each region, and works to average the update within the same region, while allowing discontinuity among different regions.
Numerical simulation
Optimization of the Kernel method
The voxel number for each corresponding node and the number of nearest neighbors in knnsearch are important parameters in constructing kernel matrix K and have significant effects on the kernel method. In this paper, we studied four different voxel numbers, 3×3×3, 5×5×5, 7×7×7, and 9×9×9. The lengths of the feature vector were 27, 125, 343, and 729, respectively. For knnsearch, three different values of k (16, 32, 64) , the number of nearest neighbors, were also studied. To evaluate and compare the quality of the reconstructed DOT images quantitatively, we used a combination of 4 metrics listed below. Their detailed definitions can be found in Ref. 55 . They are volume ratio (VR), Dice similarity coefficient (Dice), contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), and mean square error (MSE). In general, for a reconstructed image to have better quality, it has a VR and Dice close to one, a small MSE, and a large CNR [56] .
In the numerical simulations, we used a cylindrical phantom with a diameter of 78 mm and a height of 60 mm. A cylindrical target (diameter of 10 mm and height of 10 mm) was placed at 15 mm away from the center line of the phantom and 20 mm below the top surface of the phantom in the vertical direction as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . The numerical phantom was discretized into a 3D tetrahedral finite element mesh with 9,877 nodes, 54,913 elements, and 2,921 surface nodes. Numerical DOT measurement data at six angular projections were generated by the DOT forward model in continuous wave mode [57] . In each angular projection, six source positions separated 5 mm apart were placed on one side of the phantom in the vertical line as indicated by the black dots in Fig. 1(b) . A rectangular region on the opposite side of the numerical phantom was chosen to be the field of view (FOV) and all surface nodes within this region were used as measurement detectors as indicated by the red dots in Fig. 1(b) . Then, 5% Gaussian noise (signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 36.85 dB) was then added to the numerical DOT measurement data. The reduced optical scattering coefficient was set to 1 mm -1 for both target and background uniformly. The optical absorption coefficient was 0.007 mm -1 for phantom background and 0.028 mm -1 for the target as shown in Table 1 .
A synthetic 3D CT image with a matrix size of 527×527×401 was generated with a an isotropic voxel size of 0.15 mm as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The voxel intensities of the target region and the background were set to 1.5 and 0.34, respectively, which are close to the CT image intensity in the phantom experiments described below. 5% Gaussian noise (SNR of 36.85 dB) was also added to the synthetic CT images.
CT contrast effect in the kernel method for CT guided DOT reconstruction
The voxel intensity in the CT image is used to generate the kernel matrix and therefore further analysis is required to assess how the ratio of the target pixel intensity to the background pixel intensity affects the performance of the proposed kernel method. For this purpose, 3 more synthetic CT images with different CT contrasts were used for the kernel method with k = 64 and voxel number of 9×9×9. In these simulations, the background voxel intensity of the CT image was set to be uniform as 0.34. For the target region, voxel intensity values of 0.68, 1.02 and 2.04 were used for the contrast ratios of 1:2, 1:3, and 1:6, respectively. For these three cases, all other factors such as the phantom geometry and optical properties were the same as described in the above section. 
Effect of false positive guidance in the kernel method
A false positive target in the synthetic CT image (see Fig. 1d ) was used to investigate how false positive guidance affects the proposed kernel method. For this purpose, the top target is the true optical absorption target and the bottom target is the false optical absorption target. Both targets were defined with the same contrast and size in the CT image. In this numerical simulation, all other factors were the same as described in section 2.3.1.
Clinical breast CT image as anatomical guidance in the kernel method
The ultimate goal of the proposed kernel method in CT guided DOT is the applications in the clinical studies. Compared with the phantom CT image, a breast CT image has much more heterogeneous background and different CT contrast. In this study, a clinical breast CT image as shown in Fig. 2(a) was used, in which the CT image at different coronal planes of the breast is plotted. This CT data set is from a 48-year old women presented for diagnostic workup of a palpable lump in the left breast at the one o'clock position. On mammography, she was found to have heterogeneously dense breast tissue and a mostly obscured 2 cm mass corresponding to the palpable finding. As part of a clinical trial, the patient underwent a contrast-enhanced dedicated breast CT scan 103 seconds after the injection of 100 mL of Visipaque 320 at a rate of 4 mL/sec. On the contrast-enhanced breast CT image as shown in Fig. 2(a) , the oval 20x24x17mm (APxMLxSI) mass becomes conspicuous. The histopathology showed a low-grade infiltrating mammary carcinoma, which was estrogen and progesterone receptor positive and Her-2, negative. We have performed segmentation of the breast CT image and display the segmented image in Fig. 2(b) , where the highlight region is the oval mass and the grey region is the background. The segmentation was used in the soft prior method for anatomical guidance.
When the patient was scanned on the breast CT scanner, there was no optical imaging system. In this study, optical measurements were simulated with the forward model previously-reported by our group (Ref. 57) . From the CT image, a 3D finite element mesh was generated with 27,146 tetrahedral elements, 6,187 nodes, as displayed in Fig. 2(c) . Similar to the numerical phantom studies, numerical measurements in six angular projections were used with an angular step of 60 degrees. For each angular projection, we selected a patch with a width of 6 cm and a height of 4 cm to mimic the FOV of a CCD camera, as shown in Fig 2(d) . All the surface nodes in the patch were used as DOT detectors. During the DOT reconstruction, for the kernel, we used the breast CT image (Fig. 2a) without segmentation as the anatomical guidance to generate the kernel matrix K. For the soft prior method, we had to segment the breast CT image (as shown Fig. 2b ) because the finite element nodes in the target region and the background should be known to generate the regularization matrix L in the soft prior method [45] . 
Phantom experimental setup
In the phantom experiment, we used a cylindrical phantom with a diameter of 78 mm and a height of 60 mm that was made of 2% Agar, titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) as scattering particles, Indian ink as an optical absorber, and water. A jellylike agar phantom was fabricated with a through hole at the target location, which was 19.82 mm away from the center line of the cylinder. A cylindrical target with a diameter of 10.86 mm and a height of 13.63 mm was made inside a transparent glass tube with a wall thickness of 0.3 mm. Then, the target inside the glass tube was inserted into the hole of the background phantom. The center of the target was 19.82 mm away from the center of the base phantom, which was calculated from the CT image. The top 20 mm and the bottom 30 mm of the hole were filled with same material as the base phantom (Fig. 3a) . The base phantom was fabricated to have ! =0.007 mm -1 and ! ! =1.0 mm -1 at the wavelength of 650 nm. The target had an optical absorption coefficient of 0.028 mm -1 and a reduced scattering coefficient of 1.0 mm -1 at the wavelength of 650 nm as listed in Table 2 . We used the same finite element mesh as that in the numerical simulation to discretize the agar phantom. The experimental measurement data were acquired with a DOT prototype system built in our lab that consisted of an EMCCD camera (C9100-13,Hamamatsu) with a lens (Schneider Xenon 25mm f /0.95), a diode laser at 650 nm with a collimator (BWF-OEM-650-200-100-0.22, B&W Tek, Inc), a linear stage (XN10-0060-E01-71 C044289, Velmex, Bloomfield,NY), and a rotary stage (B4872TS-ZRS C042679, Velmex, Bloomfield,NY). Details of the prototype DOT imaging system were described in Ref. 57 . During the experiments, the EMCCD camera stayed stationary while the rotary stage rotated the phantom with an angular step of 60 degrees. For each rotation angle, the linear stage moved the laser beam six steps in the vertical direction with a step size of 5 mm. For each illumination position, an image was taken by the EMCCD camera and mapped onto the detector nodes within the measurement patch as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . This experimental setup generated the same source-detector pairs as those in the numerical simulation. Measurements are obtained in the continuous wave mode and were calibrated with a homogeneous phantom by the same approach as described in Ref. 58 .
A CT volume data set with a matrix size of 470×470×368 and an isotropic voxel size of 0.169 mm was reconstructed using 500 projections acquired on a dedicated breast CT system. Details of the breast CT system were described in Ref. 59 . Briefly, the x-ray tube was operated at a current of 160 mA and a voltage of 50 kVp with 0.15 mm of added copper (Cu) filtration. 500 angular projections were acquired. A filtered back-projection algorithm was used to reconstruct the CT image with a Shepp-Logan filter. A coronal slice of the reconstructed CT data set used to calculate the target's size and position is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Because the optical absorption contrast alone does not have CT contrast, and only the glass tube was observed in the reconstructed CT images, we filled the target regions by pixels having the same CT contrast as the glass tube to provide anatomical guidance in the kernel method. The mean voxel intensities of the target region and the background were 1.50 and 0.34, respectively. 
RESULTS
Numerical Simulation Results
Optimization of the kernel method
Numerical simulation with one target was conducted to evaluate the proposed kernel method. The geometric and optical properties of the numerical phantom are described in section 2.3.1. Fig. 4(a) shows transverse sections of the ground truth optical absorption coefficient image of the simulation phantom. Numerical measurements were generated by the DOT forward model as described in section 2.3.1. First, for comparison, we reconstructed the DOT image by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with the CT structural guidance through the approaches of the soft prior and without any structural guidance, respectively [45] . The reconstructed absorption coefficient image is plotted in Fig. 4(b) for the case without the structural prior and Fig. 4(c) for the soft prior method. Fig. 4(b) indicates that the reconstructed absorption coefficient in the target region is nearly half of its true value we assigned in the simulation, and there are strong artifacts near the bottom and top boundaries of the cylindrical phantom. With the soft prior method, we can reconstruct very good absorption coefficient image with accurate target size and absorption coefficient in the target region as shown in Fig.4 (c) , which is consistent with our previous studies [57, 60] . Then, we performed the DOT reconstruction with the proposed kernel method. To investigate how the parameters in the kernel method affect the DOT reconstruction, we studied four different voxel numbers (3×3×3, 5×5×5, 7×7×7, and 9×9×9) and three different nearest neighbors (k=16, 32, 64) with 12 combinations of the kernel method based DOT reconstructions. Reconstructed DOT images with a fixed voxel number (3×3×3) and three different k of 16, 32, 64 are plotted in the middle row of Fig. 4 , from which we find that k = 64 outperformed the cases with k=16 and k=32. The bottom row of Fig. 4 shows the reconstructed DOT images with the kernel method for a fixed k=64 and different voxel numbers of 5×5×5, 7×7×7, and 9×9×9. From these figures, it is seen that the qualities of the reconstructed DOT images are slightly improved by increasing the number of voxel for the kernel method.
To evaluate the simulation results quantitatively, we calculated the image quality metrics such as VR, Dice, CNR, and MSE for the reconstructed DOT images in Fig. 4 for the cases of without the anatomical guidance case (Tikhonov regularization alone), with the soft prior method, and the six combinations of the kernel method. We have listed the quantitative image quality metrics in Table 3 , which indicates that the reconstruction with the soft prior method is the best with both VR and Dice coefficients of 1 and the lowest recorded MSE. We also see that the DOT reconstruction without any structural guidance is the worst with the VR of 1.19, which indicates that the reconstructed target size is larger than the exact size because of blurring effects from optical scattering. Dice and CNR coefficients are smaller than those with the soft prior method. For the cases with the kernel method, MSE decreased nearly linearly when k and voxel number increased. Reconstructed DOT image for k=64 and voxel number of 7×7×7 is the best among all the cases of the kernel method with the highest CNR of 32.51 and the lowest MSE of 3.26e-07. VR and Dice coefficients are the same for all the combinations of the kernel method, except for the case k=16 and voxel number of 3×3×3 with the lowest VR of 0.47 and Dice of 0.64.
CT contrast effect in the kernel method for CT guided DOT reconstruction
The reconstructed optical absorption coefficient images with the kernel method when k=64 and voxel number of 7×7×7 are plotted in Figs, 5a, 5b, and 5c for the CT contrast of 2:1, 3:1, and 6:1, respectively. Fig. 5 indicates that the reconstructed images are similar to those in the previous simulations, in which the CT contrast is 4.4:1. The quantitative image metrics were calculated and listed in Table 4 , from which we see that the metrics are also very close for these three cases, although the case with the contrast of 6:1 has slightly better CNR and MSE values, but lower VR and Dice coefficients. These results indicate that the proposed kernel method does not require a high CT contrast for its guidance in DOT reconstruction. 
Effect of the false positive target in the kernel method
Using the anatomical guidance from the simulated CT image with a false positive target, we have performed the DOT reconstruction with both the soft prior and the kernel method. For the soft prior method, we have tried different regularization parameters and plotted the best reconstructed image in Fig. 6(b) . For the kernel method, we used the optimized parameters as k = 64 and voxel numbers of 7×7×7 and the reconstructed optical absorption coefficient image is plotted in Fig. 6(c) . Compared with the ground truth image plotted in Fig. 6(a) , it is clear that there is no false positive target observed in the reconstructed DOT images when both the soft prior method and the kernel method were used as shown in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) , respectively. It is also confirmed by the profile plot (as shown in Fig. 6d ) across the dotted line in Fig. 6(a) . From the profile plot, it is seen that there is no false positive target for the kernel method and a negligible false positive target for the soft prior method as the slight bump in the profile plot. This indicates that the kernel method is robust to the false positive guidance in the anatomical image. 
Clinical breast CT image as the anatomical guidance
The ground truth image is plotted in Fig. 7(a) , which is generated from the segmented image of clinical breast CT image.
We have also performed the DOT reconstruction without any anatomical guidance for this case and the reconstructed absorption coefficient image is plotted in Fig. 7(b) , from which it is seen that the target is barely reconstructed. One possible reason is that we only used the measurements from six angular projections, which is not optimized for the DOT reconstruction without anatomical guidance. We have also reconstructed the absorption coefficient images with the soft prior method (Fig. 7c ) and with the kernel method (Fig. 7d) . Both methods have reconstructed the target very well. It is not surprising to see that the reconstructed target in Fig. 7 (c) has a sharp boundary because the segmentation of the target was applied in the soft prior method without adding any error. With the anatomical guidance from the CT image directly without segmentation, the kernel method with k=64 and the voxel number of 7×7×7 performed well without introducing any false positive targets as shown in Fig. 7(c) . We have also calculated the image quality metric to evaluate the reconstructed DOT image quantitatively and listed them in Table 5 . 
Phantom experimental results
An agar phantom experiment with one target was conducted to evaluate the proposed kernel method. Phantom geometries and the DOT prototype system are described in section 2.4. Fig. 3(b) shows a cross section of the phantom CT image obtained from the dedicated breast cancer CT scanner. As described in the numerical simulation, we have performed the DOT reconstruction of this phantom experiment without the structural prior, with the structural prior through the method of soft prior, and with the structural guidance by the proposed kernel method of 12 different cases with 3 different nearest neighbor k (16, 32, 64 ) and 4 different voxel numbers (3×3×3, 5×5×5, 7×7×7, and 9×9×9). The reconstructed optical absorption coefficient images are plotted in Fig. 8(a) for the case without the structural guidance, Fig. 8(b) , for the soft prior case, and Fig. 8(c) for the kernel method with k=64 and a voxel number of 7×7×7. Fig. 8(c) is the best case among all the 12 cases of the kernel method. Fig. 8(a) indicates that the target is missed for the DOT reconstruction without any structural guidance. From Fig. 8(b) , we see that the target is reconstructed at the right location, but the maximum value of absorption coefficients inside the target region is less than the true value. As indicated by Fig. 8(c) , the kernel method with k=64 and the voxel number of 7×7×7 has a good reconstructed image. We calculated the image quality metrics for the results in Fig. 8 and listed those in Table 6 , from which we know that the reconstructed image with the soft prior method has the best metrics as we see in the numerical simulations. The main reason is that we extracted the target and background regions accurately from the CT image and did not add any segmentation error in the soft prior guidance. However, the optical absorption coefficients in the target region are less than the true value. The kernel method reconstruction has the comparable results with the soft prior method in terms of the image evaluation metrics and has slightly better accuracy of the reconstructed value in the target region than the soft prior method. 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
We proposed a kernel method to incorporate the anatomical guidance into the DOT image reconstruction. Compared with the conventional structural prior guided DOT reconstruction algorithms, such as soft prior, the proposed method has the advantages of not requiring image segmentation and region classification as demonstrated by Fig. 7 . With the correct guidance as shown in Fig. 4 the soft prior outperforms the proposed kernel method with better VR and DICE coefficient. However, the proposed methods yields higher optical absorption coefficients in the numerical simulation with breast CT data and phantom experiment. It also yields less artifacts near the source locations than the soft prior method as shown in Fig. 7 . Key parameters in this proposed method are the voxel number and k-nearest neighbor. From the simulation study, we can see that k-nearest neighbor has signification impact to improve the quality of reconstructed image. However, voxel numbers are not changing the quality of the reconstructed images significantly, while increasing the computation time. In this study, we conclude k-nearest neighbor as k=64 and voxel number of 7×7×7 as optimum parameter.
In this study, we validated the proposed kernel method with both numerical simulations and phantom experiments. But we only reconstruct the absorption coefficient images because our initial project goal is to reconstruct the hemoglobin concentration that is closely related to the absorption coefficient. We believe our current study is sufficient to validate the proposed kernel method, whereas in the future we will apply the kernel method to reconstruct both the optical absorption and the reduced scattering coefficient images.
The proposed kernel method is validated by the CT image guidance. It is straightforward to apply the proposed kernel method for DOT imaging with other anatomical guidance such as MRI [61, 62] . We have studied the simultaneous PET and fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) imaging for studies with mice model [63] . The proposed kernel method can potentially be applied to PET-guided DOT for breast cancer molecular imaging because a breast dedicated PET scanner has a spatial resolution of about 2.5 mm, which is higher than that of the DOT imaging [64] .
In summary, simulation and phantom experiment results have validated the kernel method. Our results indicate that the higher number of nearest neighbors and the larger voxel size improve the quality of the reconstructed images. The numerical simulation results indicate that the proposed kernel method is robust to CT contrast and the false positive targets in the guided CT image. With the clinical breast CT image, we demonstrated that we do not need image segmentation for the kernel method. Future work includes investigating the effects of false negative prior information in anatomical images on the performance of the proposed method. Moreover, a thorough examination of this method with a clinical DOT measurement data will be conducted in the future. 
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